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DevOps WG Update (Ireland)

Pipeline Enhancements

- #102 [Hold] Docker image renaming. On hold until 30 days before Ireland release
- #312 [Complete] Add email notifications on build failures
- [Complete] Collaboration with LF to capture job cost with parallel pipelines

Other

- #51 [In Progress] Spike: Semantic versioning git-semver replacement
- #319 [In Progress] Developer enablement: Update documentation for pre-built pipelines
Ireland Scope

- [Complete] Dockerfile clean-up in some services - 🚶 Medium
- [Hold] Docker image naming - 🚶 Small
- [Complete] Update description of Docker Hub images to indicate which are out of support - 🚶 Small
- [Complete] Clean up DevOps wiki pages - 🚶 Small
- [In Progress] Research Semantic versioning git-semver replacement - 🚶 Medium
- [In Progress] Developer enablement: Update documentation for pre-built pipelines - 🚶 Medium
- Automated change log creation - 🚶 Medium
- Repo badges for EdgeX repos - 🚶 Large
- Automation around pinning image versions in developer scripts (stretch)
Notes